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OVERVIEW 

The Origins of Kisiizi Hospital 

Church of Uganda Kisiizi Hospital is a “Private-not-for-profit” hospital situated deep in the mountains of 
North Kigezi in the Rukungiri district of southwest Uganda fairly near the borders of the Democratic 
Republic of Congo and Rwanda.  It is about 30 kilometers from the nearest tarmac/paved road. The nearest 
towns are Rukungiri (50 minute drive) and the larger town of Kabale (80 minutes) whilst Mbarara is the 
regional city on the road to Kampala and (around 2+ hours) from Kisiizi. 

Kisiizi Hospital was founded in 1958 by Church of Uganda with support 
from Ruanda Mission at the site of an old flax factory and has been 
expanding ever since.  Dr. John Sharp was the first doctor 
accompanied by his wife Doreen. This site was chosen because of its 
close proximity to a waterfall offering the potential for hydroelectric 
power and a gravity-fed fresh water spring in addition to the vacant 
buildings.  

Kisiizi’s mission statement goal, taken from the words of Jesus quoted 
in John’s gospel chapter 10 verse 10 is ‘’life in all its fullness‟ for 
patients and the whole community and ‘’bringing high standard, 
holistic healthcare to all patients/clients’’. A clear theme running 
through Kisiizi is “care for the vulnerable” and Kisiizi does subsidise 

care of at-risk groups such as neonates, the mentally ill and those needing rehabilitation services. 

The Services and Facilities of Kisiizi Hospital 

The hospital serves an area that stretches for hundreds of kilometers 
and regularly sees patients that travel from beyond Mbarara. 
Inpatients have a relative to attend to their basic needs (feeding, 
washing etc) leaving nurses to concentrate on clinical tasks.  

Kisiizi Hospital has 285 beds, a staff of approximately 320, and 250+ 
student body in the Kisiizi School of Nursing and Midwifery whose 
motto is Competence & Compassion. The full time permanent medical team currently comprises 6 
consultants, 5 (middle grade) medical officers, 8 intern doctors, 4 general clinical officers, specialist clinical 
officers in psychiatry, anaesthetics, mental health, orthopaedics, dentistry and pharmacy, plus a 
physiotherapist and occupational therapist. 

  In addition there are often visiting short-term doctors and medical students. Ugandan nurses act as 
interpreters for staff from other parts of Uganda as well as ex-patriates, as many patients only speak the 
local language (Rukiga). 
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Current wards are Maternity (including Mother’s 
Waiting Home), Paediatric, Surgical, 
Gynaecology, Medical upper and lower 
(Infectious Diseases) & the Ahumuza Centre for 
patients with mental illness. In addition there is a 
Rehabilitation block with accommodation, 
gymnasium and playground. There are three 
main operating theatres and a minor theatre, a 
maternity theatre, a laboratory, as well as x-ray 
and ultrasound facilities. The Outpatient clinic 
(OPD) incorporates a 24-hour Accident & 
Emergency department and as well as general 
and ante-natal clinics runs specialist services for 
patients with HIV, TB, Asthma, Diabetes, 
Hypertension, Mental Health, Dental and Cardiac 
problems. 

The hospital offers general services as well as the following specialties: Surgery, Obstetrics/Gynaecology, 
Urology, Orthopaedics, Ophthalmology, Physical Therapy, Occupational Therapy, Psychiatry, and Dentistry.  

Kisiizi serves a poor population who are mainly subsistence farmers. Patients will sometimes present late 
with advanced illness which can be very frustrating and upsetting for our staff and for visitors.  Kisiizi has 
never turned patients away in its 60 years even if it may mean some being on mattresses on the floor if 
beds are all occupied. 

The spectrum of diseases and conditions seen is very wide with a range of infectious conditions including 
malaria, typhoid, pneumonias etc as well as TB which is often linked to HIV as are some of the 
opportunistic infections such as cryptococcal meningitis.  In addition Non-Communicable Diseases 
including diabetes, hypertension and stroke are becoming more and more common. 

Dealing with the volume and variety of conditions can be challenging in a low-resource setting and visiting 
clinical staff will find they need to go back to basics particularly careful histories and thorough 
examinations to elucidate diagnoses in the absence of sophisticated western support such as CT. 

As Kisiizi is quite remote it has potential challenges in recruiting staff so we are grateful for those who have 
continued to serve faithfully even when they could earn more by going to Kampala. Visitors to the hospital 
can be a great encouragement to our staff and students and bring in fresh approaches and stimulus. 

Kisiizi also has a Community Based Health Care programme, an HIV clinic (services include ART and 
management of opportunistic infections) and Hope Ministries (which offers counselling and testing for HIV, 
Child Sponsorship and a variety of other social services), a comprehensive nurse and midwifery training 
school training to certificate and diploma standard, and a primary 
school. 

Kisiizi Hospital receives some support from the Uganda Ministry of 
Health around 4% of its total operating costs.  The hospital is 
responsible under the District Health Officer for the Rubabo Health 
Sub-District and carries out community-based activities for the 
prevention of illness as funded by the Ugandan Ministry of Health.   

Kisiizi is part of the umbrella network of Uganda Protestant 
Medical Bureau and uses the Joint Medical Stores for supplies of 
medicines. 
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The hospital manages its own medical insurance scheme with the 
largest enrolment (over 41,000 people) and one of the lowest annual 
premiums in Uganda (approximately 14,000/= per person on average 
which is equivalent to around £3). Those who need services pay a 
further co-payment that is considerably less than the real cost of 
treatment. It is the oldest scheme in Uganda with the motto 
“Affordable access to quality healthcare” and has helped thousands of 
people to avoid catastrophic health expenditure which might have 
caused them to have to sell land and their future security.  This 
scheme is therefore a significant contribution to the World Health 

Organization (WHO) goal of Universal Health Coverage. 

Families in the area register together with up to fifty 
extended family members in a single group. Various 
groups renew their annual policies at set times 
throughout the year. It remains a struggle to balance 
the incoming premiums with the outgoing medical 
costs, especially as the scheme does not receive any 
external funding and aims to break even as it is a not-
for-profit set up.  

The hospital benefits from a 300kW hydroelectric 
generator which serves the hospital and communities 
up to 8km distant, and an older 60kW hydroelectric 
generator as backup for the hospital.  
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TRAVELLING HERE 

Before You Leave 

1)  Pre-Trip Vaccinations 

Please consult your GP/Physician/Travel Nurse for travel health recommendations. It is recommended that 
you are up-to-date on all recommended childhood and adult vaccinations / booster required? : 

 Hepatitis A 

 Hepatitis B 

 Measles Mumps Rubella(MMR) 

 Diphtheria Tetanus Polio(DTaP) 

 Meningitis ACWY Vaccine 

 H Influenza B 
 

Mandatory:  

 Yellow Fever - This vaccination is compulsory for Uganda. You should receive an International 
Certificate when Yellow Fever immunization is received. This proof of vaccination is sometimes 
requested at customs / checked at the airport (esp Entebbe airport). It is needed for on line Uganda 
visa applications (see below) and may also be needed to re-enter your home country. One vaccination 
is valid life-long. “From 11 July 2016 the certificate of vaccination against yellow fever is valid for the life of the 

person vaccinated.” WHO website. 

The following should be strongly considered prior to travelling to Uganda: 

 Typhoid - Typhoid is often treated at Kisiizi so this is recommended. Oral vaccine available. 

 Cholera - Rare at Kisiizi Hospital, but you may consider it if travelling in other parts of Africa. 

 Rabies - By completing the Rabies vaccine series prior to arrival, one has more time to take 

immunoglobulin following a suspected exposure. In case of Rabies exposure, immunoglobulin is not 
available at Kisiizi and may not even be in Kampala. It may be available in Kigali, Rwanda or Nairobi, 
Kenya.  Rabies can be avoided by limiting contacts with animals (dogs, cats, bats etc).  Note that 
occasionally we do have patients with rabies in the hospital. 

2)  Malaria Prophylaxis 

Uganda has plasmodium falciparum, the most severe form of malaria.  Malaria is potentially fatal especially 
for ex-patriates so care should be taken to minimise the chance of mosquito bites.  Always sleep under 
impregnated mosquito nets, use repellent and wear long sleeves/trousers at dawn and dusk. 

Malarial prophylaxis is recommended during your time at Kisiizi Hospital. Consider the following options, 
each has their own side-effect profile and if you are coming for a long time some test dosing at home is 
advisable, the majority of travellers use the first (and cheapest) option: 

Doxycycline - Start a few days before you arrive and take it for 4 weeks after returning to your home 
country.  Doxycycline is also available from the hospital pharmacy for 100/= per tablet. Consider 
purchasing a few tablets for your travel and buying the rest once you reach Kisiizi to save money. 

Superdrug on line currently cheapest provider in the UK.  (Current exchange rate £1 = 4,700 UGX) 

Malarone/Proguanil with Atovaquone - Start the day before you arrive and take it for 1 week after 
returning to your home country 
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Asda pharmacy on line currently cheapest provider in the UK. 

Mefloquine/Lariam  -  no longer recommended as first line 

Note – we always recommend doing a Rapid Diagnostic Test (RDT)/thick film whenever you feel unwell/ 
have a fever whilst in Kisiizi as no prophylaxis is 100% as it is important to be treated promptly if you do 
contract malaria. 

See below for non-pharmacological prevention of malaria. 

3)  Post-Exposure Prophylaxis for HIV (PEP) 

Please consult your GP/physician for recommendations on Post- Exposure Prophylaxis.  

Please bring any HIV Post-Exposure Prophylaxis that you feel would be necessary. 

PEP is of course available at Kisiizi, but may not be the specific combination advised by your country’s 
health system.  (For Kisiizi PEP guidelines see website www.kisiizihospital.org.ug under “Visiting Kisiizi”) 

 4) Plane Tickets.  

Do use comparison sites like Momondo, Kayak and Skyscanner.  Most airlines have sales 2 or 3 times a 
year.  Advance booking advised.  Note that Kigali airport is much closer geographically to Kisiizi, it takes 
around 4.5 hours to travel from the airport to Kisiizi compared to maybe 8-9 hours from Entebbe.  
However if you come via Kigali you may need a transit visa depending on your nationality. Sometimes Kigali 
is cheaper than Entebbe and vice versa. 

http://www.kisiizihospital.org.ug/
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It is also possible to travel in and out through two different airports.  Search on line for multi city trips.  If 
departing from Kigali you will need (another) transit visa unless you have the East Africa Federation 3 
month multiple-entry tourist visa (see below) 

From UK note that there are now direct flights from London Gatwick to Kigali with Air Rwanda since 2018 
(technical stop in Brussels).  Ethiopian Airlines are quite reliable via Addis Ababa to Entebbe or Kigali. BA no 
longer fly to Entebbe.  KLM and Brussels Airlines are good carriers. 

It is possible to fly via Nairobi to either EBB or KGL if that helps with travel plans and onward journeys. 

 5) Clothing 

 In general: dress conservatively, especially if working in the hospital.  

Women  

Culturally for women, skirts are worn at knee length or below, and shirts should have sleeves covering the 
shoulder. Midriffs and hips should always be covered. Women may wear loose fitting trousers and knee-
length shorts during leisure time but not to work in the hospital or to attend chapel. You should bring some 
warmer clothes, including tights or leggings, for the evenings as it can get cold; it can be cool in the 
mornings before the sun has come out! As Kisiizi is at 5,500 feet altitude above sea level even though it is 
only just south of the Equator it can be cool even during a sunny day – though of course it still gets very hot 
at times too though thankfully without oppressive humidity. It is useful to bring sensible work trousers for 
outreach visits and night shifts. You may also want to bring sportswear – there are a number of sports 
activities you can get involved in. For sport again it is better to keep legs covered to the knees so long 
shorts, capri or light tracksuit bottoms are best with a long t-shirt (rather than a strappy top) or a longer 
length top. 

Bring a smart dress for functions, weddings, church or have one made in Kisiizi. 

Men  

Men may wear shorts for leisure but not for work. Most male staff members wear a collared shirt and 
trousers in the hospital.  Ties should be avoided due to infection control but you may wish to bring one for 
church or in case you are invited to attend a wedding. Again some warmer clothing is useful for the 
evenings so do bring a jumper! 

Closed-toe shoes are recommended on the wards. The rainy seasons are generally from August/September 
to December/January and then again from March to June, but this varies, so bring waterproofs/raincoats 
and an umbrella regardless. Sunny spells continue through the rainy season but it generally rains daily and 
the rain can be really heavy. The bigger the umbrella the better if you have space! 

Some cheap ones are available for sale in the local shops in Kisiizi.  Longer stay visitors may consider 
bringing wellington boots as the ground may become quite muddy. (can be bought in Kabale). 

 6)  What to Bring for Yourself  
 

 Passport (and copies in separate location for security)  

 Yellow Fever Certificate  

 Copies of Airplane Tickets (may be difficult to print at Kisiizi)  

 Torch/Flashlight/Headlamp (with batteries) or torch on phone. 

 Toiletries (for entire stay), including feminine products if applicable. Some toiletries are available here 
though you may not get your choice of brand! You can get soap, toothbrushes, toothpaste and 
deodorant easily here though perhaps shampoo for western hair and feminine products are harder to 
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come by! While a few things can be bought in Kisiizi most shopping is done in Kabale which is an hour 
and half away (longer by public transport!)  and you may not be able to visit there immediately; so we 
would recommend you bring supplies to last your first month here to get you started.  

 Sun cream and after sun – almost impossible to get here; you will probably not need to wear much 
during work days so you won’t need too much.  Use especially if you are taking doxycycline for malaria 
prophylaxis.   

 Camera   

 Mosquito Spray / Deet / Insect Repellent (maximum strength) 

 Snacks as Desired: Crisps/Chips, Nuts, Soup Sachets, Packet Desserts, Chocolate, favourite tea bags (you 
can easily get Uganda tea here though) or other hot drinks etc. A few treats are worth bringing but 
don’t worry about bringing lots as you can buy some chocolate (expensive and non-melting variety 
made in Kenya) and snacks in Kabale, sweets and basic biscuits in Kisiizi!  All basic ingredients to bake a 
sponge cake are available in the duukas in Kisiizi. 

 Entertainment: portable speaker, DVDs if you bring your own laptop.  

 For those who enjoy sports: volleyball, soccer ball, tennis racket, Frisbee, etc. Some things can be 
borrowed from here however – a football and badminton equipment is available to borrow!  

 Kisiizi has UK style 240 volt 3 pin plugs so UK-type power adaptors and/or plug converters (if you are not 
coming from the UK). A European adaptor may be useful if you are planning a trip to Rwanda during 
your stay. 

 Sturdy walking shoes (useful as the steep hill paths can be a bit of a scramble).  

 Pyjamas/dressing gown (appropriate for use in communal bathroom if staying in the guest house)  

 Hat with Brim for Sun Protection  

 Unlocked Cell Phone and Charger - cheap phones are available at the airport or in Kabale if required. 

 Sunglasses  

 Bible (if desired for chapel, bible study)  
 
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED Personal Medications:  

 Anti-Malarials (see earlier) 

 Constipation (Senna) 

 Anti-diarrhoeals (Imodium, Loperamide) – important for long bus rides 

 Pain (ibuprofen, aspirin, paracetamol/acetaminophen (ibuprofen and paracetamol available in the 
hospital on prescription) 

 Antihistamine cream for bites and probably some tablets too.  

 Cold remedies/decongestant   
 
For the medical worker: 

 Stethoscope,  

 Small Bag/Purse for the ladies (useful if you do not have pockets) – though handmade bags available in 
Kisiizi. 

 Disposable Gloves (these are provided in most areas of the hospital, but excess gloves can always be 
donated to the hospital upon departure) 

 Oxford Handbooks (or comparable references): Clinical Medicine, Clinical Specialties, Tropical 
Medicine – older versions of most available in the guesthouse library 

 If you bring a small portable fingertip oximeter it can be useful and you can leave it behind when you 
go – thank you! 

 
NOT NEEDED 

 Water purification (filter, tablets, etc.) – Filtered water is provided in the guest house and bottled 
water is cheaply available in most other places in Uganda 

 Books (a large fiction and non-fiction library is available at Kisiizi Falls Cottage) 

 Mosquito nets - provided at the Guest house but may be needed for travelling though most places 
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have some these days. 

 Sheets and bath towels- provided 
 
7)  What to Bring for Kisiizi Hospital 
 
Additional hospital supplies are always welcome, the best advice is contact the Electives/Visitor co-
ordinator (see contacts) a month or so before you leave and they can let you know of any shortages.  
 
 8) What currency to bring 
 
 The best advice is to use ATM services here to get Ugandan Shillings and bring enough US dollars to buy 
your visa (if not pre-paid on line) and any tourist activities e.g.  game park entrance (typically 35 – 40 
dollars per person plus extra fee for vehicle).  You will need Uganda shillings for day to day activities and 
public transport. 
 The nearest ATM to the hospital is at Barclays Bank and Stanbic Bank, Kabale.  Let your bank know you 
will be withdrawing money overseas and ask whether there is a maximum amount you can withdraw per 
day, and what charges will apply. MasterCard is not widely accepted, so bring Visa if you can. If one ATM 
does not work, try a different bank.  
 Stanbic bank currently charges 5,000UGX per transaction.  Barclays bank is 30,000/- for non-cardholders. 
 For exchange of money, the best rates are found in Kampala.  For US Dollars, you need crisp, high 
denominations (preferably hundred dollar bills) and notes printed in the past 6 years. You may be able to 
pay taxi drivers and hotels in low denomination US Dollars if you are unable to get Ugandan Shillings 
immediately. A lot of the accommodations in Kampala, Entebbe and during weekend trips can be paid for 
in US Dollars, so you may consider travelling with US Dollars as well as Ugandan Shillings. 
 For pounds sterling, denominations over £10 are sufficient to get the best rate of exchange.  
Exchange rate £1 = 4,700 UGX (Ugandan shillings) (Feb 2019) 
 
9) If you coming to work as a doctor … 
 
If you are coming to work as a doctor you need to be registered to work in Uganda with the Uganda 
Medical & Dental Practitioners Council UMDPC (www.umdpc.com). The paperwork should be sent out to 
Kisiizi in advance of your trip; it may be more reliable to send it with someone who is coming out rather 
than using the postal service. Original documents are not required but photocopies must be verified as 
true copies; this can be done by a solicitor or at some main branch post offices. Passport photo x2. 
For requirements and forms see the following links: 
http://umdpc.com/uploads/Foreign%20Medical%20Doctors%20Registration%20Requirements.pdf 
 
http://umdpc.com/uploads/fullregistrationform.pdf 
 
http://umdpc.com/uploads/aplform.pdf 
 
Note:  For UK volunteers and workers the Uganda UK Health Alliance can help process applications.  Fees 
for registration and work permit are reduced if the application is approved using this process. 
Those coming for short term visits may come in Observer status as visitors. Liaise with Kisiizi on this. 
 
The Journey 
 
1)  Travel Documents  (see www.mia.go.ug for official Uganda immigration requirements) 
 
Most visitors will need a visa to enter Uganda. Exempt countries include the following (COMESA members): 
Angola, Burundi, Comoros, Eritrea, Kenya, Malawi, Mauritius, Madagascar, Rwanda, Seychelles, Swaziland, 
Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe. 

https://web.nhs.net/OWA/redir.aspx?C=IpNuhIZ6B0OZ63TmxUVGEcycyLFqjtFIZNkWI-6Low8NuvnBYQBD7hkDxjR1SZHoSIu7i6siSJM.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fumdpc.com%2fuploads%2fForeign%2520Medical%2520Doctors%2520Registration%2520Requirements.pdf
https://web.nhs.net/OWA/redir.aspx?C=IpNuhIZ6B0OZ63TmxUVGEcycyLFqjtFIZNkWI-6Low8NuvnBYQBD7hkDxjR1SZHoSIu7i6siSJM.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fumdpc.com%2fuploads%2ffullregistrationform.pdf
https://web.nhs.net/OWA/redir.aspx?C=IpNuhIZ6B0OZ63TmxUVGEcycyLFqjtFIZNkWI-6Low8NuvnBYQBD7hkDxjR1SZHoSIu7i6siSJM.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fumdpc.com%2fuploads%2faplform.pdf
http://www.mia.go.ug/
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Others exempted are: Antigua & Barbuda, The Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Fiji, Gambia, Grenada, Jamaica, 
Lesotho, Malta, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Solomon Islands, St Vincent & the Grenadines, Tonga, Vanuatu 
that you have a valid visa prior to departure, Italy (only diplomatic passport holders) and Cyprus. 
 
Entry visas can be obtained from the Ugandan embassy in your home country, but you risk losing your 
passport or paying heavily for secure postage. It is easiest to buy your visa on line.  Some say upon arrival 
though some airlines will check that you have a valid visa prior to departure from Europe.  Before you 
arrive check with hospital management which visa you should ask for – visitor or work permit.  
 
The single entry visitor’s visa ($50) lasts three months; if you are staying for longer it may be extended in 
Mbarara at the Immigration Office there or you will need to make a trip to Rwanda and get a new visa. 
 
It is advised that you bring the money for your visa with you in US dollars; they often do not accept any 
other currency for visas and also you may end up paying more as there is rarely change in pounds, and the 
exchange rate may not be to your advantage.  
 
Visa Pricing 

 Single entry (3 months) - US$50 Simply fill out the online application, upload any supporting items, 
pay with your credit card (there is a credit card fee) and a few days later you have an email with a 
barcode in it. 
Print this e mail and present on arrival when it will be scanned and your visa will be entered into 
your passport.  CHECK DURATION GIVEN prior to leaving the immigration desk. 
 

 East Africa federation tourist visa US$100 valid 3 months, multiple entry, non renewable.  Useful if 
you plan to travel within the EA federation or enter and depart from Rwanda.  This should be 
applied for at the Immigration department of the country where you originally enter the East Africa 
Federation.  Bring print out of response e mail (NOT acknowledgement of application), payable on 
arrival at airport.  

 If you travel through Kigali airport only once (either entry or departure) it is cheaper to apply for a 
transit visa for Rwanda $30, valid max 3 days) and a single entry 3 month Uganda visa at the border 
(see above).  Apply on line prior to arrival for both.  Payment at entry point in Rwanda and already 
done on line for Uganda. 

 
Your passport should have a validity of at least six months from the date of your intended travel. For 
further information on immigration go to: www.mia.go.ug 
For on line visa application see  https://visas.immigration.go.ug/ 
 
You can also apply for a visa to Uganda with the Ugandan Embassy or Consulate in your country. Normally 
the most expensive way due to registered postage both ways but cheaper if you live near. 
There are third party providers offering Ugandan visas on line – this will add extra cost to your visa and has 
the potential for scamming. 
 
Institution number: code  325132471  for  Uganda visa applications 
 
For more information: see the websites of the Uganda representation in your home country. 
 
2)  Where to fly to 
 
There are two main options.  Kigali (Rwanda) or Entebbe (Uganda) 
 
A] Kigali entry (nb Rwanda is 1 hour ahead of Uganda GMT+2 rather than GMT+3) 
 

http://www.mia.go.ug/
https://visas.immigration.go.ug/
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This is the closest and easiest way to get to Kisiizi.  British passport holders need a visa for entry.  US $30 or 
£20 for transit/single entry visa.  EAC Tourist visa  US$100.  See details on 
https://www.migration.gov.rw/index.php?id=203 
Currency is Rwanda francs, you can get some from ATM’s at the airport. 
 
Accommodation in Kigali – check out tripadvisor.  Some places previous visitors have used, in no particular 
order: 

 Good News Guest House, Gikongo Road, Kigali. – About a 15 minute taxi drive from the airport and 
out of the city centre. This is a lovely peaceful guesthouse. You can pay in USD or Rwandan Francs. 
You can also have dinner there which is very nice and at a reasonable price. 
(goodnewsguesthouse@yahoo.fr).  Not easy to find so ask for travel directions and phone number 
for your taxi driver from the airport. 

 Discover Rwanda Youth Hostel – for a cheaper stay this hostel is fairly centrally located and also 
conveniently located to visit the Rwanda genocide Memorial Museum – which is harrowing in parts 
but almost an essential visit if you are passing through. 

 Tea House Kigali – will collect arriving passengers free of charge but not take people to the airport.  
Instead they will book a taxi for you on request. 

 2000 Hotel Downtown Kigali – Well located in Kigali.  Well reviewed by visitors who have stayed 
there. 

 
 Kigali to Kabale 

The hospital can arrange transport for you in a private taxi (cost 450,000/-UGX), which is preferable to 
carrying heavy bags on various buses and taxis.   
If you wish to use public transport you can get a minibus or a coaster from Kigali to the border (Katuna or 
on the Rwandan side spelt Gatuna), then either catching a public taxi from the border to Kabale and then 
Kisiizi or prearranging a private driver to meet you at the border or in Kabale and take you to Kisiizi.  You 
may have to pay an extra seat for your luggage as coasters do not have luggage hold and minibuses limited 
amount of space only. 
Alternatively (easier than minibus or coaster) you can travel by international coach to Kabale.  All 
companies leave from Nyabugogo international coach station.  Airport taxi from airport to Nyabugogo is 
10,000/- Rw Francs.  ATM at airport. 
Coach companies to use are Trinity, Jaguar and Modern Coast. They have slightly different drop off points 
in Kabale, but all very near to Skyline hotel/Equity bank which is diagonally opposite to the taxi park in 
Kabale.  Note that you must get out at the border with your hand luggage, walk across to the Uganda side 
and re-board the coach once you have completed immigration there.  Best to stay close to some fellow 
passengers especially during the construction works taking place on both sides of the border.  There is a 
chaotic strip of no man’s land of approx. 400m between the barriers on either side.   
Do NOT leave valuables on any transport when getting out, however briefly.  Do not delay en route so you 
do not get left behind. 
 
Make sure you get a coach which passes through Gatuna (Katuna) border post, and on to Kabale. (There 
are other services to avoid that go to Kampala on a different route). 
 
Cross Country taxi, booking kiosk and departure point to the left just inside the entrance to Nyabugogo bus 
park.  Max 8 passengers travelling in a white people carrier. You may have to wait for the vehicle to fill up, 
you may also have to pay for your luggage, depending on how much luggage your fellow travelers have.  
This will take you to Kabale taxi park.  (usually less than 25,000/-UGX per person in a shared vehicle or you 
can hire the vehicle as a private hire for 220,000/-UGX).  You can also pay in RwF. 
Then use another private hire from Kabale taxi park to take you to Kisiizi (120,000/- ask electives 
coordinator to organize or give you numbers of trusted drivers; this will work out cheaper; do not take any 
vehicle you randomly find there) 

https://www.migration.gov.rw/index.php?id=203
mailto:goodnewsguesthouse@yahoo.fr
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It is also possible to ask CCT to come to collect you from the airport or from the hotel you are staying in for 
an extra fee during day light hours ONLY!   
Again end point is Kabale taxi park.  Contact the electives coordinator for details of using Cross Country 
Taxis as private hire or Kigali airport pick up so you can be linked to the CCT coordinator in Kabale.  CCT 
vehicles will not travel on to Kisiizi, only operate on the Kigali – Kabale route. 
 
On your way it is worth stopping in Kabale to use the cash machine and visit a supermarket for a few 
supplies, as well as buying sim cards if you want them! If you have a private taxi you can ask them to take 
you to the bank/supermarket/restaurant/… as part of your trip.  Within reason this should not increase 
your cost. 
Overnight stays in Kigali or Kabale are easy to arrange, even on the day, as there are many tourists here. 
 

 Kabale to Kisiizi 
 
From Kabale you will need to either get a private hire taxi (120,000/-per vehicle) available any time or join 
one of the matatu minibuses (10,000/- per person plus luggage cost).  Most of the matatus return to Kisiizi 
by midday. 
If you know you will be in Kabale around that time let us know and we will ask one of the regular operators 
based in Kisiizi to look out for you/meet you at your coach stop.  
 
B] Entebbe entry 
 

 From Entebbe, there are a few options to get to Kampala Centre. 
a) Private car (taxi) - this is the most expensive but easiest at about 90,000/- per car. If no-one is at the 

airport to collect you, exchange enough money at the airport to pay for your taxi to Kampala 
(90,000/). There is a 24 hour foreign exchange at the airport. You can also use an ATM at the airport or 
exchange more in Kampala. Only some taxis accept low denomination US dollars.  

b) Uber is available in Entebbe – see trip advisor forum for feedback 
c)    Minibuses - Private car to the point where matatus (minibuses) collect people to take them to the 

centre - this is cheaper but not a great option if you have a lot of luggage or just arrive from a long 
distance flight.  

d) Some airlines provide a minibus service from Entebbe to the Sheraton Hotel in Kampala.  Check when 
booking. 
 

Keep valuables including phones away from open windows and lock your car door for the duration of your 
journey. 
 

 From Kampala there are various ways to get to Kisiizi 
 

a) Kisiizi Baby coach.   

The Kisiizi Baby coach departs from Kisenyi Bus Terminal.  This is the bus park where all coaches for Mbarara and 

Kasese leave from, just past Nakivubo  stadium. 
 

There is one daily bus that stops at the Hospital, you can also ask to be dropped at the guesthouse which is 
about 200 meters down the road from the main gate at the hospital.  Get to the bus station by 9:00 am at 
the latest. The bus will leave once it is completely full, which is usually around 10:00am but may be earlier.    

The journey takes about 8+ hours and costs 30,000/- (can be double around Christmas and New Year!). 
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 Once you pay, retain your receipt as you will likely be asked to present it later in the journey.  To sit in the 
shade, sit on the left side of the bus when travelling to Kisiizi.  Do not drink too much; the coach stops only 
once, usually at the Masaka bypass petrol station which does have free public toilets.  On the way from 
Kisiizi to Kampala it will stop at Lukaya, public toilets – cost 200/-.   If you need to get off the bus 
elsewhere, stay close by. If you wander off looking for privacy, you may be left behind.  
Never leave your valuables on the bus if you leave your seat or get off, however briefly. 
 
 b)  Coach and taxis.   
 NOTE: ENSURE PEOPLE ARE CLEAR YOU WANT TO GO TO KISIIZI AND NOT KASESE – we have had students 
in the past who got this wrong and ended up around 4 hours journey away from Kisiizi! 
  
 Catch a coach to Kabale (which leaves every few hours) from Kisenyi bus terminal or from the Jaguar, 
Modern or Trinity depots down Mengo Hill.  Explain that you want to go to Kisiizi and want to be dropped 
off at Muhanga. Stay on the coach until then although you may see signs for Kisiizi at Rubaale (unless you 
have arranged a pick up at Rubaale – see below),(this should take 6 to 6 1⁄2 hours). From Muhanga you 
can usually catch a pickup (2,000/-) to Kisiizi up to 6:00 pm. After that you will have to take a private hire 
taxi to Kisiizi (25,000/-).  For your own safety, do not stay overnight at Muhanga. If you have to, continue to 
Kabale to stay overnight, and get a ride the next morning.  Make sure that any of the international coaches 
travel via Kabale and Katuna as some go via Mirama Hills border postm leaving the main Mbarara-Kabale 
road at Ntungamo, town 15 min before Rubaale. 
 Alternatively catch the Global Coaches bus to Mbarara and then get a private taxi or matatu to Kisiizi. Again 
although getting a matatu is the cheaper option there won’t be much room for all of your luggage.  Again 
they tend to leave by 12.30pm.  Weekdays there are 3 matatus, on Sundays one or none.  
  
 Some visitors and volunteers may wish to make arrangements for a Kisiizi vehicle to come out to Rubaale 
to collect them as this is the shortest and quickest route.  Rubaale is a trading post on the Mbarara to 
Kabale road after passing through the town of Ntungamo. (Note in the local language there is interaction 
between the letters l and r so some will call the trading centre Rubaare). Contact the electives coordinator.  
Cost approx. 100,000/-, takes approx. 45 mins. 
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 c)  Private Hire (Taxi):  These are reliable taxis that expats use. It is more expensive (~£150 or less, 
depending on exchange rate) but you have more control on where to stop, a local guide to point out 
interesting bits, and more comfort. They can pick you up from the airport at Entebbe or from Kampala if 
you plan to stay a night or two.  E mail the elective coordinator in good time to arrange this. 
 If you come from Entebbe the driver most likely will use a cross country short cut joining the main road 
at Mpigi, avoiding the serious congestion of Kampala all together. 
  
Places to stay in Entebbe (if arriving late) Check tripadvisor or AirBnB for comprehensive list and reviews. 
These hotels and motels are very close to the airport (may be a bit noisy) and will arrange to meet you:  
some offer free transfers, others may send a taxi you pay for.  Check on booking if it is included in the 
price. 

 Entebbe Flight Motel  

 Executive Airport Hotel   

 Secrets Guesthouse – near ferry.  Check airport shuttle is available.   Very good reviews by visitors. 

 Blue Monkey Guesthouse – one of the newer additions to Entebbe.   
Accommodation in Kampala  
Kampala traffic is notorious for its “JAM” - allow sufficient time to move from your accommodation to the 
bus terminal.  Ask what your expected journey time is for the particular time of day you need to travel. 

 

 Red Chilli Hideaway – Located 20 minutes outside the town centre, this western-style hostel is great if 
you wish to avoid the chaos of Kampala. The accommodation is basic but the place is always busy (it’s 
best to book in advance) and it has a swimming pool.  www.redchilihideaway.com  

 Namirembe Guest House – This guest house is run by the Church of Uganda. Centrally located but on a 
hill above the smog, less than ten minutes from town, adjacent to Mengo Hospital.  Tel: +256-414-
273778, +256412273891, +256414273981 www.namirembe-guesthouse.com  

 Manhattan Guest House – Very close to Namirembe Guest House. Each room has an en-suite bathroom.  
Tel: +256702116032 

 Bushpig Back Packers – very good reviews by all who have stayed there. www.bushpigkampala.com  

 Sanyu Babies Home – near Mengo hospital, has guest accommodation and simple meals included in 
price, DIY (not on Sundays apart from tea and toast), all proceeds to help the baby home.  
www.sanyubabies.com , mention you are going to Kisiizi Hospital. 

 Matoke Inn – AIM (Africa Inland Mission) guesthouse located in Lubowa, 10km outside Kampala on the 
Entebbe road. Behind the International School of Uganda (ISU), Tree Lane.  E mail matokeinn@aimnet, 
Tel +256772474591 or 0772474591. A peaceful Christian homely guest house. 

 
Life at Kisiizi 
 
1) Accommodation 

Accommodation will be provided by the hospital.  Short term visitors (1-2 weeks) and elective students will 
usually be accommodated in Kisiizi Falls Guest House.  Those who are volunteering at Kisiizi for longer 
(months) will usually be accommodated in one of the volunteer houses. 

Kisiizi Falls Guest House   

http://www.kisiizifalls.com/accommodation-
guest-house/  

Contact: Tel +256-392700806 working hours only.  
Note Uganda time zone is +3 hours GMT. 

khelectives@gmail.com 

http://www.bushpigkampala.com/
http://www.sanyubabies.com/
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This is run by Phillip & team.  It is directly opposite the Kisiizi Hospital Primary School football pitch / soccer 
field, or one block down from the main entrance of the hospital.  There is a reliable hot shower, a well-
stocked library and soft drinks are readily available at the end of a hard day.  The food served is generally 
Ugandan with a heavily Western influence and is of good quality.  Visitors are welcome to prepare 
favourites from their home country to share with others.  Please remember to cancel meals if you have 
been invited out or are away from Kisiizi. 
Any visitor can eat here (lunch and/or dinner) for 9,000/- per meal, simply let one of the staff know you 
would like to eat there by breakfast or lunchtime at the latest. 
 
Guest House Payment: 
To confirm your booking/elective a non-refundable deposit 
of 50 pounds should be send to the hospital’s NatWest 
account in the UK.  On making the transfer e mail the 
elective coordinator with your reference and the date of 
transfer so that we can check receipt. Visitors from non UK 
countries please check with the electives coordinator. 
For visitors staying in the guest house, accommodation 
currently costs 120 pounds per person per week (or its 
equivalent based on the current exchange rates). This cost 
includes accommodation, all meals, hot drinks and free entry 
to the Kisiizi Falls tourism area. (www.kisiizifalls.com) 
Cold sodas are available but need to be paid for separately. 
In addition to the weekly cost, a one off payment of 120 pounds to the Good Samaritan Fund is also 
requested for every elective student but not volunteers. This fund is used to supplement the medical costs 
of the very poor and vulnerable patients who are unable to meet their Medical Bills and yet need the 
services.   Our policy is that our gates are also open to these patients despite their inability to pay. 
 
Note: Refunds will not be given if one chooses to cut short their stay. Your payment should be made to the 
hospital account below one month before your arrival at Kisiizi Hospital: 

   
 For British Pound Account Holders: National Westminster Bank, 199 High Street, Berkhamsted, Herts, 

HP4 1AW. Account Number: 06513123, Sort Code: 55-70-10 IBAN Number: GB38NWBK55701006513123 
BIC: NWBKGB2131G  

   
 For Non-British Pound Account Holders:  Church of Uganda Kisiizi Hospital Barclays Bank -  

Branch:  KABALE  Address: Plot 190, Kabale Road, Kabale, Uganda 
Swift code: BARCUGKX Sort Code 01-32-61 Account Name: C.O.U. Kisiizi Hospital 
Account Number: 6003717303 (this will do as an IBAN number too) 

 
There is a fee for transferring funds paid per transaction so Barclays route is best for large amounts. When 
the money is transferred, please e-mail the elective coordinator at Kisiizi giving the date and amount you 
have sent as well as the sort code,  account number and payment reference (khelectives@gmail.com) with 
your full name in the Subject Box. You will likely not receive confirmation of receipt of your funds unless 
you specifically ask. You are kindly requested to bring your payment receipt, which may be required. 
 
Volunteer Housing 
 
This consists of seven one to two bedroom houses with bathrooms (and hot water) and kitchens.  Local 
‘house girls’ are used to looking after these for visitors (working between two and five days a week).  For a 
small daily rate, a house girl will cook your lunch (and make enough for dinner if needed), bake bread, do 
any shopping, clean clothes, get rid of rubbish and generally keep the place looking tidy. Remember there 
are no washing machines so chores such as laundry take longer. 
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2) Food 
 
The local staple food is matoke 
(cooking bananas), sweet 
potatoes, beans, potatoes (called 
‘irish’), and groundnuts (very 
similar to peanuts), but flour, 
eggs, rice, milk and some fruit 
and vegetables (cabbage, 
tomatoes, onions always 
available, other veg may or may 
not be available) can also be 
bought. The main meat available 
is pork and beef; goat and 
chicken can be sourced for 
special occasions. In addition 
‘Jacksons Store’ sells a limited 
supply of useful products such as 
juices, biscuits, tinned food and cleaning products. If there is something you want that he doesn’t have he 
may be able to get it for you on his next visit to Mbarara for supplies!  
There are also market stalls on the road selling fruit and veg as well as a samosa mobile stand and a rolex 
(chapati wrapped around an omelette) stall. 
 
The nearby city of Kabale has a more extensive selection of food and a very good vegetable market. 
 
3) Communication 
 
Getting a Cell Phone  
 
If you would like a cell phone to use in Kisiizi or anywhere in Africa, you can buy a basic phone for a good 
price in Kampala or Kabale (50,000/- upwards).  Get a dual SIM if you are buying one in Uganda.  
If you already have a phone that is unlocked, simply purchase a SIM card (5,000/-) and top up when 
needed (this can be done in Kisiizi and pretty much anywhere around Uganda).  To buy a SIM you will need 
your passport as it needs to be registered before it will work.  Local network calls are cheaper than UK 
networks. Only MTN and Airtel work at Kisiizi. MTN and Airtel are the networks used by most and easy to 
get top up for in Kisiizi.  On call phones in the hospital are all MTN only.  
 
Making and receiving calls. 

 Local numbers are usually 10 digits, and begin with a “0”. 

 If you would like someone from home to call you: Dial the country code, “+256”, drop the “0” in 
front of the 10-digit phone number. Note: If someone is calling from the USA they may have to add 
dial “011” before dialling the country code “256” 

 If you are making a local call, use the “0” in the front of the number and drop the +256. 

 Kisiizi has an office phone manned 9am to 5pm (+3hrs GMT) Tel: +256-392-700806  

Getting internet  
 
Kisiizi does have patchy wireless internet access, however the fastest and least frustrating way of accessing 
the internet is purchasing data from the MTN mobile company. This will cost for example around 50,000Sh 
for one with 10 gigabytes of download over one month; you can pay less for smaller bundles (see the MTN 
website).  Airtel has similar prices.   
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If you are here for a few months this is the best way to access the Internet. You will need your own laptop 
to use the internet, there are limited communal computers in OPD, but only available out of hours. 
 
Post 

If someone is sending you post (Kisiizi Hospital, P.O. Box 109, Kabale, Uganda) it will arrive at the post 
office in Kabale and then be picked up by the hospital when there is a hospital trip. The amount of time 
parcels take to arrive is very variable. Letters often seem to go astray but packages tend to arrive fairly 
reliably but in varying amounts of time.  There is a handling charge levied by the post office from 2,500/- 
upwards, depending on the parcel size. 

DHL will also deliver parcels here (very expensive and not always willing to deliver to Kisiizi which is 1 ½ hr 
from Kabale and 2 hrs from Mbarara) – they can deliver to their offices in Kampala or Mbarara. Sometimes 
if you give them all the hospital details they will agree to deliver to the hospital (though not to the PO Box). 
Outgoing post depends on people going to Kabale or Kampala or a visitor going home. 

4) Getting around once in Kisiizi 
 
There are a number of options for travel from Kisiizi. To get to Kabale to do some shopping, you can “go 
public” in a few different vehicles for 10,000 Shillings each way. This usually involves leaving Kisiizi early in 
the morning and coming back after lunch in a car crammed full of people! You can prearrange the car to 
pick you up in the morning. The alternative is “going private” often in the same vehicle. This would cost 
about 120,000/- each way for the car which comfortably seats about 6, in the case of Abius’ car. There are 
similar options to get to another local town Rukungiri. There are a few minibuses that go to various places 
from Kisiizi, one such is Jackson’s minibus to Mbarara which leaves very early in the morning. You can go 
from Mbarara via bus (Global Coach) to Kampala for a quicker route than the Kisiizi Baby Coach. You can 
get buses for longer journeys from Kabale, Mbarara or from Rubaale. To do some sightseeing and visit 
places such as Queen Elizabeth National Park it is easiest to hire someone privately – there are a few 
people in Kisiizi who are reliable and safe drivers; going in a group keeps the cost down and there are 
usually plenty of visitors around to share with.  Guesthouse staff can put you in touch. 
 
5) Customs and way of life – a few tips to help you settle in quickly. 

When you first arrive it may be that you are shocked by some of the culture and some of the practices in 
the hospital. In comparison to many hospitals in Uganda, Kisiizi is well equipped and well organized so it 
isn’t the most difficult place to get used to but it may be very different from what you are used to at home! 
We advise that even if you hope to institute some new services or perhaps teach a skill while you are here, 
it is worth taking a few weeks to just help out and observe how things work here. It may be that as you 
observe you will change your mind and realise there are good reasons for why things are done differently 
here, or that you see that your ideas may be difficult to institute, unsuitable or unsustainable. It can be 
easy to get frustrated when you can’t do what you would want to do because of resources but hopefully 
you might find that experiencing a difference in resources can actually push you to learn more and pay 
more attention to what you have! It may lead you to question the value of some of the practices in the 
west… 

In conversation it is customary in Uganda to always start with a formal greeting.  Always ask someone how 
they are before asking them to do something for you on the ward! Do try and greet people as you see 
them in the mornings.  Please introduce yourself during “Announcements” at the first Chapel service you 
attend (8am weekdays). A staff member will translate what you say into Rukiga. 

Pace of life. In Uganda, the pace of life is probably very different from your home country. Do not expect 
everything to be done in the same way as you would expect back home! Always prepare for the 
unexpected, and remember not to be easily disappointed if things don’t go exactly as you planned. Also, 
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allow for the altitude (5500ft) causing you to feel unusually tired or out of breath during strenuous 
exercise. It may be that you feel a little unwell for the first week - more tired and maybe a little nauseous 
but this should pass quickly. 

6) Make the most of it. Your time at Kisiizi will be an experience you will never forget; make the most of it. 
Join in as much as you can. There is lots to get involved with! Whether it be a game of football, badminton, 
netball or touch rugby, the keep fit classes, the choir, the Bible study, fellowship meetings or teaching in 
Sunday School, you will be welcome. Get to know people, not only those also residing in the guesthouse, 
visit their homes, hear about their cultural perceptions, and travel out to neighbouring communities with 
the Health outreaches or Hope Ministries (HIV/AIDS), arrange via the PNO and in consultation with your 
supervisor/line manager. 

7) Chapel is a central part of life at Kisiizi. Every day begins with a short service in chapel followed by 
hospital related announcements; sometimes staff meetings occur at this time. All staff are contractually 
obliged to attend (Mon to Fri) and we expect visitors to attend too. There are also optional services on 
Sundays (usually 9am English service, 4pm Rukiga )that everyone is welcome to attend! 
 
Kisiizi Hospital is a Christian church hospital though not all the staff, visitors and students that work here 
are Christians. Volunteers and students of any faith are very welcome to visit and we hope will feel warmly 
welcomed and comfortable here. We just ask that you be willing to attend morning chapel on workdays 
and behave in a way that is sympathetic to the culture here – dressing modestly, not having alcohol to 
drink, no smoking and not swearing.   
 
8) Time off. While you are here we are sure you will want to make the most of the opportunity to see 
some of the amazing countryside in Uganda, and perhaps Rwanda too. We ask that if you are here as a 
volunteer that you try to fit in with the rota as much as possible and take the same off day allowance (8 
days a month) and leave allowance as the other workers within reason. It is useful for the rota organizer to 
know in advance when you will be away. For students, we ask that you would let us know when you are 
intending to take time off and make the most of being part of the Kisiizi community as well as seeing some 
of the rest of Uganda! 
Please give your phone contact on arrival and let the guesthouse and elective coordinator know when you 
are going off site for any length of time. 
 
9) Giving. When living here and seeing the needs around you, it may be that you feel you want to give gifts 
to the local community or to various people you meet or to various hospital patients. It can be difficult to 
know how best to help. It may also be the case that if you stay here for more than a month or two that you 
start to get lots of requests from people for monetary support – for example with school fees, local 
projects, individuals’ debts etc. It is worth thinking before you come out about if you can afford to give 
anything while you are here and if so how much. It is also worth thinking about how you would want to 
give – for example to individuals whom you get to know, to local community projects, to hospital projects 
such as the Good Samaritan fund etc. It can be difficult to know who is really in need so sometimes giving 
to an organization may mean that the money is more fairly distributed. It is difficult when someone asks 
you directly for help to know how to answer if you have not thought about it – it is ok to say no and to 
explain you are volunteering and cannot afford to help at this time. 
If you really like to help a specific patient it is best to speak to the Good Samaritan fund coordinator 
(usually the PNO) and for any others speak to the hospital administrator prior to any finances being 
handed over. 
KISIIZI RECOMMENDS THAT GIFTS ARE BEST GIVEN TO THE HOSPITAL GOOD SAMARITAN FUND RATHER 
THAN INDIVIDUALS. 
 
Leisure Time 

Uganda is a beautiful country, and we are sure that you will want to explore it when you are visiting. The 
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area around Kisiizi itself offers lots of opportunities for amazing walks and even nearby lakes to swim in 
safely.  Of course Kisiizi Falls itself offers the best zip line in Uganda (3 stage high altitude high adrenalin!) 
plus mountain bike etc.  It is mentioned in the Uganda Bradt guide which also has comprehensive details of 
accommodation and things to do throughout Uganda and is a valuable resource to consult. 

For weekends off or safaris (usually arranged at the end of your stay), the following may be of interest: 

1. Kabale – A day trip to this nearby town can be a nice option for shopping or just wandering. You can 
make the two-hour drive in a public, very crowded taxi, from in front of the Guest House (the Guest House 
staff can provide exact departure times). The cost is  10,000/= per person each way. You will be able to find 
a wide variety of items not available in Kisiizi (electronics, fabrics, stationary/school supplies, food, etc) as 
well as using an ATM. There are a couple of nice places to eat there too. 

2. Queen Elizabeth National Park – This park (approximate area is 2000 square kilometres) includes Lake 
Edward, Lake George, and the Kazinga Channel which joins them. It is a four-hour drive from Kisiizi. A 
hospital vehicle (with driver) can be hired for the trip for approximately 1,000,000/= (exact price 
dependent on kilometres travelled). You can hire a local minibus or taxi  instead for a bit less; a 4x4 vehicle 
is helpful but not necessary for game drives in the dry season. This is a magnificent place to visit, bordered 
by the Rwenzori Mountains to the north . It has lions, leopards, elephants, hippos, warthogs, buffalo, 
waterbuck, Uganda kob, bushbuck, topi, monkeys, mongooses and chimpanzees. Game Park entrance 
costs $40 per non-Ugandan plus cost for vehicle and driver. There is a Launch Trip on the Kazinga Channel 
(US$20 per person); you will spend about two hours on the channel and see tons of hippos, buffalo, 
crocodiles, elephants, and amazing birdlife in addition to the coastal fishing villages. There are two main 
lodging options in the park: 

a.  Mweya Safari Lodge (PO Box 22, Kasese,  www.mweyalodge.com, expensive ~US$200 ppn) – This 
beautiful tourist hotel has a luxury atmosphere with beautiful views, a picturesque pool, and 
restaurant/bar. 

b. Mweya Student Hostel (inexpensive) – This hostel is situated directly across from the Safari Lodge and is 
clean, basic.  From the hostel, you can still use the Lodge pool (US$10 per person per day) or eat at the 
Lodge restaurant. Contact Molrine the manageress to book (Tel: +256-782- 436484) 

c.  numerous places outside the park have sprung up over the past few years.  Ask once you know how you 
plan to travel for more details.  See trip advisor for options. 

3. Lake Bunyonyi – “place of many little birds” is a spectacular long lake about 30 minutes’ drive from 
Kabale (2.5 hours from Kisiizi) with several islands accessible by boat. It is located near the Rwandan 
border and was used as a black market trading area during the political upheavals of the 60’s, 70’s, and 
80’s. The lake is safe to swim in and is surrounded by hills covered in terraced farms. There are a variety of 
activities available including dugout canoeing, walking, bird watching (great place to visit with your Collins 
East Africa Bird Book), and going to see the indigenous Batwa (pygmy) population. Do not expect to use 
much electricity while on the islands, but hot showers are provided, the food is good, and the 
accommodation is clean, in large tents or cottages. There are two main islands that people stay on: 
Bushara and Itambira; both are beautiful. Perhaps it would be true to say that the accommodation and 
food is better at the Seeds of Hope resort as it has recently opened. Geodomes on Byoona Amagara are a 
novelty. There is a log fire on Bushara as well as on Seeds of Hope in the evening which is nice as it gets 
cold at 7500ft.  Lots of accommodation around the shore line. 

4. Kisoro – Located roughly 4 hours from Kisiizi, this smaller remote town, near the borders of Congo and 
Rwanda, offers a variety of activities unique to this part of the country. The view from nearby Lake 
Mutanda back to the chain of volcanoes is spectacular on a clear day.  Popular activities include climbing 
Muhavura, a dormant volcano (At 4,300m high, a good level of fitness is essential!), tracking rare golden 
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monkeys in the bamboo forests and exploring the local system of underground caverns used by the local 
Batwa clan. Each activity costs approximately US$50 (US$40 park entry, US$30 for the activity, cheaper if 
you have an International Student Identity Card). Accommodation (search trip advisor) is cheapest at the 
Virunga hotel  with good food found nearby at the Golden Monkey, Heritage Inn, and Travellers Rest 
(buffet dinner, but more expensive; book ahead to get a seat). If you plan on seeing the gorillas in Bwindi 
or Mgahinga National Park, you’ll need to book well in advance and pay online or in Kampala before 
coming to Kisiizi (it’s expensive! ~ US$600 for a permit). Go to the Uganda Wildlife Authority, Web: 
www.uwa.or.ug, Tel: +256-414-355000. If your group is small, you might be able to make last minute 
bookings, but don’t count on it!  There is a small UWA office in Kisoro town next to the Coffee Pot café.  
Note when booking gorilla tracking that Buhoma gate is at least 4 hrs drive away from Kisoro, only 2 ½ hrs 
from Kisiizi. 

5. Jinja – White Water Rafting (Equator, Adrift or Nile Explorer; no previous experience required , check 
your travel insurance re cover for this and some of the following activities), Bungee-Jumping into the Nile, 
Quad Biking, Horseback riding, etc. All very close to Kampala/Entebbe and highly recommended for those 
seeking a thrill! Good souvenir shopping near “The Source” restaurant and internet cafe. 

6. Kigali – This city, the capital of Rwanda, is a pleasant weekend trip if you need to experience some 
Western indulgences; the local cuisine is also fantastic. Kigali is more developed than Kampala, and the 
prices are more developed too! Although harrowing, the Rwandan Genocide Museum is definitely worth a 
look. Kigali is only a 4.5-hour ride from Kisiizi; you can hire a private taxi to the border at Katuna (aka 
Gatuna) (approx.150,000/- total) and take a mini-bus from the border to Kigali (approx. 6,000/- per 
person). Be sure to check online concerning visa regulations for entering Rwanda. All citizens should note  
that a visa application must be printed out online in advance and presented at the border. Also, please 
note that this may be the best major city for medical evacuations due to its close proximity and healthcare 
quality. You will need a new visa to re-enter Uganda if yours is single entry (US$50).  If you have an East 
Africa Federation tourist visa then no problem as it is multiple entry, valid for 3 months, though non 
extendable. 

7. Lake Nabugabo – A beautiful Church of Uganda retreat half an hour from Masaka, 5 hours from Kisiizi. 
Ideal for breaking the journey from Kisiizi to Kampala.  

 Take a look at The Eye Magazine www.theeye.co.ug – Great for Info and Maps. 
www.theeye.co.ug/maps/kampala_map.pdf.  

Arranging Transport 
If you are not a fan of public transport, contact Kisiizi and they will arrange private hire. 
 

Language and culture are inseparable, and it is always useful to know the basics of the language around 
Kisiizi, which is Rukiga (pronounced: Roo-chee-gah). Just learning a greeting demonstrates effort and is 
appreciated by staff and patients. In Rukiga, each syllable ends with a vowel. Also, the letters R and L are 
indistinguishable and often swapped in spelling. 

Agandi - a typical greeting    Nigye (reply to “Agandi”)  Nimarungi 

Origye?      Ndigye   

Eizina (name) ryawe niriha? Nibakweta oha?  Oraruga nkahe? Kale 

Webaare (munonga) – Thank you (very much) Isye munonga – take a deep breath 

Nooshasha/naashasha – do you/does he/she have pain? 
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Noorya/naarya – are you/is he/she eating?  Noonwa/naanwa? Are you/ is he/she drinking 

Noo/Naa shohosa gye – opening bowels?  Noo/Naa korora – Are you/ is he/she coughing? 

====================================================================== 

NOTE FOR VISITORS AND VOLUNTEERS INVOLVED IN CLINICAL WORK 

Please see separate documentation on the website www.kisiizihospital.org.ug 

Kisiizi expects the highest standards of professionalism and probity from staff and visitors.  For example 
treating patients and colleagues with respect and dignity, maintaining confidentiality of patient 
information, using chaperones etc. are expected.  There is no place for “cowboys” expecting to be able to 
do procedures for which they are incompletely trained.  Many visitors are in Kisiizi in observer status and 
medico-legal responsibility is taken by Kisiizi staff and this must be recognized and respected. 

Kisiizi has formal safeguarding policies for the protection of children and vulnerable adults.  All those 
working in clinical areas are expected to read and then sign a form that they accept the guidance.  This 
should be arranged with the Human Resource co-ordinator. 

Photographs of patients may only be taken with consent.  Research projects must be approved by the 
Kisiizi ethics committee before they commence. 

====================================================================== 

For more information: 
 
Sometimes it is helpful to talk to someone who has 
been out to Kisiizi before while you are planning 
your trip. A number of people would be very happy 
for you to be in touch to answer your questions… 
 
Elective placements:  khelectives@gmail.com 
 
Post-graduate clinical attachments / volunteers:
 khmedsup@gmail.com 
 
Kisiizi Falls:  kisiizifalls@gmail.com 
 
Previous volunteer doctors willing to offer advice:  Katie and Richard  Mayers -  katiemayers@gmail.com 
=======================================================================    
AFTER KISIIZI… 
 
Many visitors to Kisiizi are changed by the experience and we hope most will choose to stay involved and 
will pray for and support the on-going work.  Do take time to reflect on your visit and decide what actions 
you want to take in response to what you have seen and experienced. 
 
We encourage you to sign up to Kisiizi Partners to receive news updates and please come along to Friends 
of Kisiizi Days in UK or Ireland and maybe to run in other countries in future. 

Some visitors come back later to work in Kisiizi in various capacities and the 
friendships made are often lifelong. 
Supporting Kisiizi: KISIIZI PARTNERS 
http://www.kisiizipartners.org.uk/site/  
Thank you. 
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